Low temperature heat capacity of a severely deformed metallic glass
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The low temperature heat capacity of amorphous materials reveals a low-frequency enhancement
(boson peak) of the vibrational density of states, as compared with the Debye law. By measuring the
low-temperature heat capacity of a Zr-based bulk metallic glass relative to a crystalline reference
state, we show that the heat capacity of the glass is strongly enhanced after severe plastic deformation by high-pressure torsion, while subsequent thermal annealing at elevated temperatures leads
to a significant reduction. The detailed analysis of corresponding molecular dynamics simulations
of an amorphous Zr-Cu glass shows that the change in heat capacity is primarily due to enhanced
low-frequency modes within the shear band region.
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Metallic glasses show mechanical, electrical, and magnetical properties, which can be very distinct from the
properties of their crystalline counterparts [1]. One characteristic feature of glassy materials is a low-frequency
enhancement of the vibrational density of states as compared with the Debye law. This excess contribution with
respect to crystalline systems is commonly referred to
as the boson peak. The boson peak is situated in the
terahertz region of the vibrational spectrum and hence
also influences the low temperature heat capacity. After
several decades of controversy, it is now quite accepted
that the boson peak is due to quasi-localized transverse
vibrational modes associated with “defective” soft local
structures in the glass [2–6]. The enhancement of the
local vibrational density of states (often referred to as
“soft modes”) leads to additional scattering of phonons.
The resulting contribution to the heat capacity c in excess of the Debye T 3 -law becomes visible as a peak, if
c(T )/T 3 is plotted in the temperature range of T = 10 K
to 40 K [7]. The boson peak is a general feature of glasses,
irrespective of the dominant type of the interatomic or
intermolecular binding energy and is thus also observed
in metallic glasses. Although there is agreement concerning the connection between the phonon spectrum of
glasses and the peculiarities of parts of the spectrum related to the boson-peak anomalies, the atomistic description of any structural origin of the low-frequency excited
states remains unclear despite of numerous experimental and theoretical investigations. These excited states
are described in terms of soft harmonic potentials [8, 9],
fluctuating force or elastic constants [10–14], strings of
atoms [15], smeared out Van Hove singularities [16, 17],
or interstitialcy-like “defects” [18]. Even though the various models for describing the boson peak behavior differ
in their specific assumptions and interpretations, they
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have in common that the glass state is described by
spatially heterogeneously distributed regions having decreased elastic constants. These regions are distributed
mesoscopically, i.e., on a scale of a few nanometers. In
metallic glasses, rather localized and structurally disturbed regions occur upon application of external stress
exceeding the elastic limit. These so-called shear bands
have a typical thickness of the order of 10 nm [19] and
present the regions where plastic shear strain was localized and quasi-plastic straining occurred under the conditions of shear softening.
In order to analyze the contribution of shear bands to
the low-temperature heat capacity, we performed measurements on a Zr50 Cu40 Al10 metallic glass that was
subjected to severe torsional deformation under a high
applied hydrostatic pressure [20]. In a previous investigation of that material, individual shear bands could
not be identified after applying large strain to the sample [20]. Nonetheless, the sample exhibits regions with
deformation-induced structural changes, that can be considered as “macroscopic shear bands”. Zr-based metallic glasses, especially the composition investigated here,
show rather “strong” behavior concerning their fragility
characteristics, which according to Ediger et al., should
lead to a more pronounced boson-peak [21]. The sample was forced to withstand catastrophic failure by crack
formation despite the large strain via geometrical confinement. In consequence, the regions of strong deformation localization, i.e. the shear bands, experienced severe
conditions and the number of such regions is maximized
[20].
Thus, this confined deformation up to severe strain
values produces a specific state that is well-suited to
distinguish the contributions of shear band and matrix
regions outside the shear bands. To that end we per-
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formed molecular dynamics simulations of deformation
of a Cu64 Zr36 metallic glass—a model system comparable to the Zr-Cu-Al glass—to differentiate the behavior
of matrix and shear band regions in the glass.
Furthermore, we measured the response of the heat
capacity at low temperatures upon the thermomechanical processing of the glass to gain more insights into the
structural relaxation behavior of the deformed metallic
glass.
The sample material Zr50 Cu40 Al10 was cast from ingots of pure metals to obtain an amorphous master ingot.
We cut the master ingot into the specific dimensions for
torsional deformation under an applied hydrostatic pressure (HPT). The HPT-discs had a diameter of 10 mm,
and a thickness of 0.89 mm. We deformed the samples
with an applied pressure of 5 GPa for 50 revolutions. Further information about the materials processing can be
found in Ref. 20.
The characteristic temperatures were measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments using a
Perkin Elmer Diamond DSC. The experiments were performed with a constant heating rate of 20 K/min under
a high purity argon flow of 20 ml/min.
We take the glass transition temperature Tg as the
temperature where the increase of heat capacity during
the glass transition amounts to half the value of the difference between the heat capacity of the liquid phase clp
and the glass phase cgp . We measured a glass transition
temperature of 705 K and an onset of crystallization Tx
at 769 K. The undercooled liquid interval accessible to
calorimetry measurements at this heating rate amounts
to ∆T = Tx − Tg = 64 K.
The amorphicity of the samples was checked at room
temperature by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Siemens
D5000 diffractometer. The samples, both deformed and
as-cast, show identical broad diffraction maxima typical
for the amorphous phase. There is no sign of partial
crystallization, nor did the HPT deformation change the
structure in a way detectable in XRD.
The heat capacity cp was measured under high vacuum conditions with a Quantum Design PPMS (Physical Property Measurement System), which allows cooling down to 2 K with a liquid helium system. The samples were polished for good thermal contact and cut into
2.5 ×2.5 mm2 pieces, each with a mass of 10 mg to 20 mg.
The samples were placed on top of a sapphire block of
known heat capacity ca with a thermal grease to ensure
good thermal contact. At each temperature, a known
heat pulse is applied and sample and platform are heated
to a temperature Tp (t). After the end of the heat pulse,
the sample temperature relaxes to the heat sink temperature T0 according to

and heat sink. The heat capacity cp can now be measured
by fitting the temperature decay τ with an accuracy better than 3%. Prior to the measurement of the samples,
we measured K and ca with an empty sapphire crystal
with the applied grease for baseline correction.
Each heat capacity curve in this work includes three
individual measurements at each temperature to ensure
reproducibility. We chose the spacing between temperatures in a logarithmic way to preferentially sample the
region of low temperature.
The annealing of the samples above 394 K was done in
a TA Instruments Q500 DSC under constant argon flow
of 50 ml/min. Annealing at temperatures below 393 K
and for long times was performed in a Thermometric
TAM III microcalorimeter. Both methods allow to simultaneously measure the emitted heat flow to investigate relaxational events and exclude crystallization. For
obtaining a crystalline reference of identical composition,
we heated a Zr50 Cu40 Al10 sample up to 823 K, 60 K above
the crystallization temperature.
Molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations using
the software lammps [23] were used for discriminating
the matrix and shear band contributions to the heat capacity. For this purpose, we simulated a Cu64 Zr36 system
using the Finnis-Sinclair type potential by Mendelev et
al. [24]. A bulk metallic glass sample was prepared by
quenching from the melt to 50 K with a cooling rate of
1010 K/s. The simulation box consisting of 364500 atoms
was generated by a 2 × 2 × 2 replication of the quenched
system. We induced shear band formation using a volume conserving pure shear deformation with a shear rate
of 108 s−1 up to a maximum shear of 20%. Additionally,
we annealed the deformed sample at 500 K for 20 ns and
40 ns.
We used the von Mises local shear invariant ηi [25]
as implemented by Ovito [26] as a criterion for distinguishing atoms: Atoms with ηi > 0.2 were marked as belonging to the shear band or shear transformation zones
(STZs), while all others were considered as matrix atoms.
As a first step to obtain heat capacity values, we calculated the phonon density of states (PDOS) from the
Fourier-transform of the velocity autocorrelation function [27]. This was done separately for the atoms in the
shear band and in the matrix after unloading and equilibrating the system with a barostat at zero stress.
To calculate the corresponding heat capacities from the
phonon density of states g(ω), we employed the harmonic
approximation of the free energy [28]:

Tp (t) = T0 + ∆T exp(−t/τ )

In this model we assume c = cV = cp , which gives a
reasonable approximation at low temperatures. As a reference, we also calculated heat capacities for the CuZr
B2 crystal using the same method.

(1)

with the time constant τ = (cp + ca )/K [22]. The factor
K is the thermal conductance between sample platform
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FIG. 1. Difference in heat capacity between glass and crystal.
a) Experimental data, annealing below 393 K was done for
one week, annealing at 743 K for 10 s. b) Simulation data,
dashed lines are data from shear bands, solid lines from the
rest of the sample.

Note that the direct calculation of the specific heat
from the time averaged inner energy given by the classical
trajectories in MD simulations would yield unphysical
values in the low temperature regime due to the missing
quantum-statistical contributions.
The experimentally measured heat capacity is plotted
as ∆cp /T 3 versus T in Fig. 1(a), making visible the contribution of the boson peak at low temperatures. The
cp -curve of the crystalline Zr-Cu-Al sample is used as
reference and therefore subtracted from the data of each
amorphous sample. Since the crystalline sample shows
no contribution to the boson peak but a comparable heat
capacity from electronic and “lattice” contributions, the
excess heat capacity plotted in Fig. 1(a) is solely due the
boson peak.
The HPT-deformed glass shows an enhanced peak,
whose height is almost twice as high compared to the
as-cast state. The peak maximum of the deformed sample is slightly shifted by 2.7 K to lower temperatures.
We annealed the samples at different temperatures
with simultaneous measurement of the relaxational heat
flow in the microcalorimeter. After at most seven days
the heat flow signal reached the background, indicating

FIG. 2. Phonon density of states from computer simulation.
Dashed lines are data from shear bands, solid lines from the
rest of the sample.

that the sample was close to an equilibrium state at that
temperature. The undeformed sample shows a slight decrease of the boson peak after annealing at 393 K, while
annealing at 333 K and 353 K lowers the boson peak of
the deformed sample to an intermediate height between
the deformed and the as-cast state. The deformation
“defects” are not completely healed by the thermal treatment. Otherwise the sample that was annealed at 393 K
shows a boson peak which is even lower than the boson peak of the as-cast sample or of the undeformed
sample relaxed at 393 K. Additional DSC experiments
were performed and did not show any evidence for partial crystallization during annealing. Furthermore, we
heated a HPT-deformed sample to 743 K > Tg . The
sample reaches internal equilibrium within the first 10 s
of annealing and has a defined thermal history after
cooling with 20 K/min. The boson peak has the same
height as the one of the HPT-deformed samples which
is in metastable equilibrium at 393 K. The undeformed
sample, which was equilibrated at the same temperature,
shows a 20% higher boson peak.
In Figure 2 the PDOS calculated by the computer simulation is shown. The data is split into contributions of
the matrix (solid lines) and contributions of the shear
band (dashed lines). The data is plotted for the asquenched glass, the glass deformed to a shear of 20%,
and the deformed sample annealed for 20 ns and 40 ns
at 500 K. Most evidently, the vibrational spectrum of
the matrix does not change between the undeformed,
sheared, and annealed samples, whereas the spectrum
of the shear band shows an increased boson peak which
reduces again with annealing. Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding heat capacities cV calculated from the PDOS.
As in the experiment—and as already suggested by the
PDOS—the boson peak in the heat capacity increases
after deformation and decreases again after annealing.
The simulation overestimates the difference in heat capacity between crystal and glass but shows qualitatively
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the same features as the experiment. Due to the small
timescale accessible by the simulation we don’t observe
a complete recovery of the shear band in the deformed
glass by thermal annealing.
However, the computer simulations clearly show that
the shear band regions relax to a state of lower excess
heat capacity, while the contribution of the matrix is not
changing. The experimentally observed fact that the deformed sample shows a significantly reduced boson peak
after thermal annealing at high temperature as compared
to the as-cast case is indicative for a structural relaxation. Since the excess with respect to the crystalline
reference is reduced, this suggests a relaxation towards
a more crystal-like state within the shear band region.
This interpretation is supported by recent results indicating the prevalence of shear bands for the formation of
nanocrystals or crystal-like medium range order [19, 29].
The enhanced atomic mobility within the shear bands
[30] does also favor the relaxation of the modified glass
structure towards a more ordered state.
The change of the boson peak with applied pressure
can often be explained by mere changes of the elastic
constants. In these cases the change of the peak height
is accompanied by a shift of the boson-peak frequency.
When plotting the data in units of the Debye frequency,
the peaks are identical [12, 17]. In our case the frequency
of the boson peak, and therefore its position in the heat
capacity plot, does not shift in either experiment or simulation. This indicates a real change of the disorder statistics, i.e., the distribution of local moduli, and not only a
change of the global elasticity.
All in all, our findings clearly show that all changes
of the specific heat induced by plastic deformation and
annealing stem from the regions of strain localization.
The matrix will stay relatively intact in the processes.
Both experimental and simulation data show that plastic deformation enhances the boson contribution to the
heat capacity. Molecular dynamics simulations provide
direct evidence that the additional contributions to the
boson peak result from structures that are located in the
shear bands, while the PDOS in the matrix stays unchanged with deformation and annealing. The experiment supports this perspective as the change of boson
peak height of the undeformed samples during annealing
is relatively small compared to the deformed samples.
It should be noted that in our current work the experimental conditions always lead to a strong strain localization. The analysis given here does not cover a more
homogeneous deformation behavior, in which the matrix
could also show a changed vibrational spectrum, if there
is even a distinction between shear band and matrix. In
this case an increase of the boson peak after deformation
may be observed over the whole system.
Several studies show that shear bands can heal during
annealing even at temperatures well below Tg [31–33].
In contrast, our findings indicate that the shear band

structure after annealing differs from an annealed, undeformed glass. Diffusion studies demonstrate accelerated diffusion [30] and excess free volume [34] inside of
shear bands. This could promote structural relaxation
and short to medium range ordering that drives the system to another meta-basin in the energy landscape [35].
This meta-basin would exhibit different structural properties: The decrease of the boson peak below the values
of the undeformed glass in that case suggests an increasingly crystal-like structure.
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